EMPOWERING THE CONNECTED WORLD

For over 60 years, HARMAN has been developing best-in-class technology solutions that set the standard for innovation and dependability. We are shaping the transformation of the industry through bold innovations that enable our customers to achieve their objectives with efficient, connected technology. Our unrivaled family of brands represents industry-leading professional audio, video, lighting, and control products that are trusted by leading organizations and events around the world.

28,000 + Professionals Worldwide

12,000 + Engineers

900 + Patents and patents pending

25+ Countries

2 Academy Awards

16+ Legendary Brands

3 Grammy Awards
THE HARMAN FAMILY

AKG  MICROPHONES, HEADPHONES

AMX  VIDEO SWITCHERS, NETWORKED AV ENCODERS AND DECODERS, COLLABORATION AND CONFERENCING SYSTEMS, DEVICE CONTROL SYSTEMS, AV MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Barco  DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

crown  POWER AMPLIFIERS

dbx  LOUDSPEAKER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

JBL  LOUDSPEAKERS, PORTABLE PA SYSTEMS, COMMERCIAL AMPLIFIERS, COMMERCIAL MIXERS

lexicon  AUDIO EFFECTS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Martin  STAGE LIGHTING FIXTURES, LIGHTING CONTROLLERS, ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS, ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING FIXTURES, LED VIDEO DISPLAY SYSTEMS

Soundcraft  MIXING CONSOLES, STAGEBOXES, RECORDING INTERFACES, EFFECTS PROCESSORS

STUDER  MIXING CONSOLES, ROUTING AND I/O, WORKFLOW & AUDIO SOLUTIONS
YOUR ONE SOLUTION FOR

- Bars & Restaurants
- Broadcast Radio
- Broadcast TV
- Casinos
- Cinemas
- Convention Centers
- Corporate
- Cruise Ships
- eSports
- Government
- Healthcare
- Higher Education
- Hotels
- Houses of Worship
- K-12/Primary Education
- Karaoke
- Museums
- Nightlife
- Performing Arts
- Portable PA Systems
- Recording
- Retail Destinations
- Stadiums & Arenas
- Themed Attractions
- Tour
- Transportation
An Unforgettable Dining Experience

While the food and drink brings people into a restaurant or bar, the overall experience is what keeps customers coming back. HARMAN’s comprehensive bar and restaurant solutions allow venues to differentiate themselves, delivering their perfect vision for every space. Fast food, casual dining, sports bars, pubs, and fine dining all require thoughtful sound, lighting, and control solutions to create an experience that defines their brand.

HARMAN can help build a solution that consistently delivers your vision for every restaurant space. With industry-leading, simple-to-use technology solutions, we deliver unique entertainment experiences that work great in every space and are easy for the staff to operate and manage.
Radio broadcasts require the ultimate in flexibility. HARMAN’s industry-leading audio technology solutions ensure accurate audio material translation and audio intelligibility, easily scaling to the needs of each production schedule without sacrificing audio and operational standards.

HARMAN Professional Solutions provides solutions that support the wide spectrum of broadcast radio requirements. With Studer all-in-one consoles and JBL monitors, powered by Crown amplifiers, productions can ensure accurate audio translation and audio intelligibility. Paired with AKG microphones and headphones, a control room can easily be scaled to the needs of each production schedule without sacrificing audio and operational standards.
Flexibility. Simplicity. Fidelity.

TV broadcasts require the ultimate in audio I/O flexibility and automation, with the ability to easily scale to the needs of each production schedule. With mixing consoles, I/O routing automation, microphones, and reference monitors, HARMAN has the perfect solution for TV productions of any size.

HARMAN Professional Solutions provide complete solutions to support the diverse range of broadcast television requirements. From simple one-camera to multi-show broadcast control rooms, the HARMAN Professional family of products provides unparalleled routing options, operational flexibility, ease and integration into any control room environment.
A Gaming Encounter to Remember

Having a perfectly-designed environment is a must for casinos wanting to offer guests a unique and engaging gaming experience. That is why casinos around the globe look to HARMAN for scalable, high-quality audio, video, and lighting solutions that can provide an experience to remember for every area in the venue.

From the lobby to the gaming areas to the restaurant and bar, HARMAN has the perfect solution to meet your needs, providing the ultimate sensory experience. Whether managing a standalone casino or a luxury resort with hotel, casino, restaurants and more, a HARMAN system provides the software and necessary components you require to successfully deliver the world-class experience your guests expect.
HARMAN Professional Solutions has been designing cinema solutions for over 70 years, and we understand that the sound of the cinema is what pins audiences to their seats. HARMAN products are a crucial component to the entire cinema experience – including both the actual theater where guests view the film as well as the wider cinema that makes going to the movies so fun.

With HARMAN’s industry-leading technology solutions, cinemas can deliver great experiences to every seat in the house. HARMAN offers complete system solutions that bring the world’s best technological advances in a range of products and price points, bringing a great moviegoing experience to every theater in the building as well as cinema lobbies, restaurants, and more.
The look, feel, and overall setup of a convention center is ever-changing, and the technology that communicates that experience needs to quickly adapt to new conventions. HARMAN’s flexible and scalable audio, video, lighting and control solutions help ensure officials craft an engaging and reliable experience to attendees at any event.

From digital signage and public address to collaboration and conferencing to experiential solutions for public spaces, restaurants, and retail stores, HARMAN offers complete audiovisual solutions to create an impact and communicate with show attendees. When combined with HARMAN’s system management software, event officials have a quality solution they can trust.
Corporations around the globe desiring sophisticated yet easy-to-use communication and collaboration solutions standardize on HARMAN for everything from room collaboration solutions to building-wide audio/video distribution and digital signage to worldwide content streaming and centralized management.

HARMAN offers collaboration technology for any space in the enterprise, from the smallest huddle space to the most complex corporate boardroom, allowing users to collaborate and share content to colleagues around the world at the press of a button. Outside the conference room, our audiovisual distribution systems and architectural light solutions ensure corporate users can communicate effectively with employees in common areas and make a great impression on guests.
Cruise ships promise guests the ultimate, end-to-end floating resort destination experience, with spaces for everything a guest might need, including dining, entertainment, shopping, and relaxation. HARMAN Professional Solutions enables cruise ships to create engaging, once-in-a-lifetime guest experiences by delivering scalable, high-quality solutions to meet the unique needs of cruise ships around the world.

HARMAN systems fit the unique demands of a cruise ship, including compact and energy-efficient designs that meet functional, performance, and reliability requirements while creating a completely immersive guest experience. As the world’s top manufacturer of full communication and entertainment systems, cruise lines now have a one-stop shop for unparalleled solutions.
HARMAN delivers the world’s most captivating eSports experiences with a cohesive mix of rich heart-pounding audio, pixel-perfect video to capture every move, and superior stage and performance lighting. HARMAN Professional has everything needed to support all areas of the experience from the arena, broadcast room, suites, restaurant, bar, retail areas, building exterior and remote broadcast truck. Venture into the new frontier of AV technology paired with live competition sports for a fully immersive performance experience.
Mission critical AV applications require a special breed of technological innovation. HARMAN solutions have been tested to military standards, achieved security certifications, and are relied upon daily in many of the world’s most demanding facilities. By leveraging HARMAN technology, our government and military clients communicate effectively in secure and manageable ways.

Top heads of state, military agencies, and other government institutions around the world rely on HARMAN technology every day. These customers require technology that is reliable, secure and uncompromising in quality. HARMAN solutions excel at balancing the need to be cutting edge with high standards of network security, resiliency and sustainability.
Better communication and training leads to better patient care. HARMAN Professional Solutions provides technology to support the day-to-day business of patient care in collaboration and training spaces. Our solutions streamline conference and meeting spaces making it easier than ever to consult across the globe at the push of a button, from a variety of devices.

As a trusted cornerstone in mission-critical applications for decades, our superior audio and video distribution solutions provide pixel-perfect images to aid in medical training and surgery simulation. This, combined with our video wall technology and visually lossless video transport brings our leading control center expertise to the growing trend in hospital command centers.
Higher education institutions comprise a wide variety of spaces, ranging from classrooms and lecture halls to residence facilities, theaters, and stadiums. All of these areas require technology solutions to help make an impact on the students who attend. HARMAN’s innovative audio, video, lighting, and control solutions allow instructors to focus on learning rather than the technology they are using.

Beyond the classroom, schools leverage HARMAN’s unrivaled breadth of solution offerings to stand apart in every area of their campus. HARMAN can then bring those solutions together using AV management software that monitors and maintains the entire campus-wide system, ensuring everything works as intended.
Manage Guests’ Complete Sensory Experience

Hotels offer guests a memorable end-to-end experience, with spaces for dining, entertainment, work, and relaxation, providing the ultimate sensory experience by using a unified system that controls audio, video, and lighting. HARMAN systems provide the software and necessary components to successfully deliver the world-class experience your guests expect.

HARMAN Professional Solutions offers a portfolio of solutions with a breadth and a depth that meets the needs of any sized hotel. From the minute guests walk in the door to the moment they leave, HARMAN audio, video, lighting, and control shapes the experience, ensuring guests will remember their stay for years to come.
The purpose of houses of worship are to spread their message, and having the technology in place is often vital to achieving that. From audio, video, and lighting in the sanctuary to the perfect experience in lobbies, classrooms, and more, HARMAN has the right solution for every space.

With HARMAN’s competency in every point in the signal chain and a focus on network-distribution and management, houses of worship can make an impact today and as they grow. With the ability to maintain, control and reconfigure systems with preset settings, houses of worship can ensure their message is always heard.
K12 and primary education facilities require technology solutions that support students, staff, and administrators by creating a sustainable, efficient, safe and connected learning environment.

HARMAN Professional Solutions provides technology that unifies the campus under a single, easy to manage interface bringing standard and flipped classroom environments, auditoriums, administrative spaces, voice reinforcement, bell & PA, and more together. In the classroom, HARMAN elevates individual learning spaces with beautiful video, crisp audio, support for student devices, and teacher student collaboration; all with solutions that are simple for staff to manage, and work well, every time, for years to come.
Karaoke venues allow guests to come, perform with friends, and feel like stars for a night. Who better to provide the audio, video, and lighting solution to deliver that experience than HARMAN, who provides solutions for some of the biggest touring musical acts in the world? HARMAN’s industry-leading audio, video, and lighting solutions enable karaoke venues to create unique and engaging entertainment experiences in every space.

Our unique range of products allows us to provide a complete karaoke venue solution, from the lobby to the karaoke rooms to the bar and everywhere in between. With a scalable, integrated solution from HARMAN, venues can deliver the ultimate karaoke experience to guests.
Museums exist at the intersection of education and entertainment, exciting visitors with vibrant sights and sounds. HARMAN audio, video, lighting, and control technologies combine to deliver one-of-a-kind educational entertainment solutions for every space within the museum.

HARMAN technologies provide crisp and clear audio for background music and public announcements alike, while enhancing the experience with dynamic lighting and network-based video distribution, for a stunning visual experience that is easy to scale and manage. From the lobby to exhibition spaces to restaurants and gift shops, HARMAN has the right technology to make every museum visit unforgettable.
Nightclubs, live music venues, bowling alleys, dayclub pools, and other entertainment venues offer guests an engaging and immersive experience. With HARMAN’s broad range of industry-leading performance audio and lighting technology combined with commercial AV solutions for every area within the venue, HARMAN provides an experience to remember in the entire space.

HARMAN understands what it takes to build a no-holds-barred venue that leaves people lining up night after night to experience everything a destination has to offer. From the lobby and bar to the entertainment spaces and the pool, HARMAN has the perfect solution to meet your needs.
Stellar Performance Night After Night

Performing arts venues can vary from small theaters to multi-venue performing arts centers, and each space has a unique set of demanding AV requirements. With audio, video, and lighting solutions for both performance and public spaces, HARMAN helps performing arts venues deliver a memorable experience during the event and throughout the entire space as well.

HARMAN’s industry-leading performance audio, video, and lighting technologies combined with solutions for lobbies, public areas, and more, ensures guests have a great experience from the moment they walk through the door to the moment they leave.
PORTABLE PA

Great Sound Wherever You Need It

Portable PA systems are designed to sound great while being easy to carry, setup, and tear down. Portable public address systems are used in a variety of applications, including sound reinforcement and stage monitoring for events, speech amplification, for musicians and DJs, amplification of electronic musical instruments and A/V, and more.

HARMAN Professional Solutions has taken the audio technology they provide for some of the biggest touring acts in the world and scaled it down to work in even the most intimate of spaces. With a wide range of solutions for any sized application, HARMAN can get you up and running with crystal-clear audio in no time.
Thanks to advancements in technology, the term "studio" can mean a lot of different things, from mobile recording and small home studios to large recording studios and cinema post production facilities.

With HARMAN’s broad portfolio of industry-leading audio technology solutions, audio engineers can ensure a great audio recording every time, no matter the application. No matter what type of environment you are working in, HARMAN meets all of your recording needs. Our rich heritage in recording gives you an extensive catalog of new and signature products to choose from to equip your studio and produce your character sound.
As consumers’ favorability towards e-commerce increases, enticing them to visit a physical store becomes more and more of a challenge. With the correct use of audio, video, and lighting, your property can increase dwell times and engage guests in the form of digital ads, wayfinding, or emergency alerts.

HARMAN’s scalable solutions provide retailers the ability to truly transform themselves into irreplaceable experiences. Through proper design and mixed-use space, any retail facility can transform from a traditional retail outlet to a memorable entertainment destination. From shopping malls to retail stores to car dealerships and showrooms, HARMAN has an expansive technology portfolio to meet any need.
In order for stadiums and arenas to give spectators a truly immersive experience, the venue needs integrated audio, video, and lighting technology throughout. From the moment guests drive up to the moment they leave, HARMAN stadium and area solutions help craft an engaging and reliable experience.

HARMAN offers solutions for the entire stadium, including stunning architectural lighting outside the facility, clear and powerful audio and lighting in the bowl, digital signage in guest suites, and a continued, connected experience in the concourse and beyond. When combined with HARMAN’s system management software, stadium operators have a quality solution they can trust.
Themed attractions offer the ultimate in immersive entertainment, exciting visitors with vibrant sights and sounds that transport them to new worlds. To provide this experience, the technology must work together seamlessly as a cohesive solution. From exciting thrill rides to performances and concerts to restaurants and gift shops, HARMAN has the right technology to make every visit unforgettable.

HARMAN audio, video, lighting, and control can be integrated into virtually any part of a venue or attraction to produce a unique atmosphere that can be replicated day after day, delivering customized, scalable themed attraction solutions.
Make Any Event A Truly Memorable Experience

Tested under the toughest conditions on the planet, HARMAN’s lightweight, high power audio, video, and lighting products define “tour-ready,” which is why HARMAN is the supplier of choice for designers and rental houses across the world. Through advanced design and product development, HARMAN delivers great experiences to every seat in the house.

HARMAN performance solutions have been engineered to meet the highest standards of quality and reliability at every point in the AVL signal chain. With complete system solutions that bring the world’s best technological advances in a range of products and price points, there is a HARMAN solution for every application.
Getting travelers to their destinations easily and efficiently is no small feat, and making the right impact throughout the duration of their trip is even more difficult. HARMAN’s innovative and easy-to-manage audio, video, and lighting solutions help ensure officials craft an engaging and reliable experience, while also communicating important details to travelers.

From digital information displays and public address systems to experiential solutions for restaurants and retail stores, HARMAN offers complete audio visual solutions to create an impact and get passengers to and from their destinations on time. When combined with HARMAN’s system management software, transportation officials have a quality solution they can trust.
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Wherever you are, you can always contact us. We have dedicated team members ready and knowledgeable around the world who know our products inside-out.

WORLDWIDE SOLUTION SUPPORT
HARMAN HAS SALES OFFICES AROUND THE GLOBE READY TO HELP

FOR MORE INFORMATION visit pro.harman.com